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Partners in Conflict Mar 03 2020 DIVAnalyzes differences between men's and women's participation in Chile's Agrarian Reform movement,
examining how conflicts over gender shape the contours of working-class struggles and national politics./div
The Politics of Peacebuilding Nov 10 2020 This book examines and compares the diverging security approaches of the UK, China and India in
peacebuilding settings, with a specific focus on the case of Nepal. Rising powers such as China and India dissent from traditional templates of
peacebuilding and apply their own methods to respond to security issues. This book fills a gap in the literature by examining how emerging actors
(China and India) engage with security and development and how their approaches differ from those of a traditional actor (the UK). In the light of
democratic peace and regional security complex theories, the book interprets interview data to compare and contrast the engagement of these three
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actors with post-war Nepal, and the implications for security sector governance and peacebuilding. It contends that the UK helped to peacefully
manage transition but that the institutional changes were merely ceremonial. China and India, by contrast, were more effective in advancing mutual
security agendas through elite-level interactions. However, the 'hardware' of security, for example material and infrastructure support, gained more
consideration than the 'software' of security, such as meritocratic governance and institution building. This book will be of much interest to students
of peacebuilding, development studies, Asian politics, security studies and International Relations in general.
Pathways to Reform Nov 22 2021 A personal account of the implementation of a controversial credit transfer program at the nation's third-largest
university Change is notoriously difficult in any large organization. Institutions of higher education are no exception. From 2010 to 2013, Alexandra
Logue, then chief academic officer of The City University of New York, led a controversial reform initiative known as Pathways. The program aimed
to facilitate the transfer of credits among the university’s nineteen constituent colleges in order to improve graduation rates—a long-recognized
problem for public universities such as CUNY. Hotly debated, Pathways met with vociferous resistance from many faculty members, drew the
attention of local and national media, and resulted in lengthy legal action. In Pathways to Reform, Logue, the figure at the center of the maelstrom,
blends vivid personal narrative with an objective perspective to tell how this hard-fought plan was successfully implemented at the third-largest
university in the United States. Logue vividly illustrates why change does or does not take place in higher education, and the professional and
personal tolls exacted. Looking through the lens of the Pathways program and factoring in key players, she analyzes how governance structures and
conflicting interests, along with other institutional factors, impede change—which, Logue shows, is all too rare, slow, and costly. In this environment,
she argues, it is shared governance, combined with a strong, central decision-making authority, that best facilitates necessary reform. Logue
presents a compelling investigation of not only transfer policy but also power dynamics and university leadership. Shedding light on the inner
workings of one of the most important public institutions in the nation, Pathways to Reform provides the first full account of how, despite opposition,
a complex higher education initiative was realized. All net royalties received by the author from sales of this book will be donated to The City
University of New York to support undergraduate student financial aid.
Security sector reform : potentials and challenges for conflict transformation Sep 20 2021
Race and Policing in America Jun 25 2019 Race and Policing in America is about relations between police and citizens, with a focus on racial
differences. It utilizes both the authors' own research and other studies to examine Americans' opinions, preferences, and personal experiences
regarding the police. Guided by group-position theory and using both existing studies and the authors' own quantitative and qualitative data (from a
nationally representative survey of whites, blacks, and Hispanics), this book examines the roles of personal experience, knowledge of others'
experiences (vicarious experience), mass media reporting on the police, and neighborhood conditions (including crime and socioeconomic
disadvantage) in structuring citizen views in four major areas: overall satisfaction with police in one's city and neighborhood, perceptions of several
types of police misconduct, perceptions of police racial bias and discrimination, and evaluations of and support for a large number of reforms in
policing.
The Conflict With Slavery, Politics and Reform, the Inner Life and Criticism Oct 02 2022
Statebuilding and Justice Reform Dec 24 2021 The book provides an updated account of justice reform in Afghanistan, which started in the wake of
the US-led military intervention of 2001. In particular, it focuses on the role of international actors and their interaction with local stakeholders,
highlighting some provisional results, together with problems and dilemmas encountered in the reform activities. Since the mid-1990s, justice system
reform has become increasingly important in state-building operations, particularly with regard to the international administrations of Bosnia,
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Kosovo, East Slavonia and East Timor. Statebuilding and Justice Reform examines in depth the reform of justice in Afghanistan, evaluating whether
the success of reform may be linked to any specific feature or approach. In doing so, it stresses the need for development programmes in the field of
justice to be implemented through a multilateral approach, involving domestic authorities and other relevant stakeholders. Success is therefore
linked to limiting the political interests of donors; establishing functioning pooled financing mechanisms; restricting the use of bilateral projects;
improving the efficacy of technical and financial aid; and concentrating the attention on the ‘demand for justice’ at local level rather than on the
traditional supply of financial and technical assistance. This book will be of much interest to students of Afghanistan, intervention and statebuilding,
peacekeeping, and post-conflict reconstruction, as well as International Relations in general. Matteo Tondini is a researcher and a legal advisor. He
has served as a project advisor to the Embassy of Italy in Kabul, Development Cooperation Unit, working within the ‘Afghanistan Justice Program’
and has a Phd in Political Systems and Institutional Change, from the Institute of Advanced Studies, Lucca, Italy.
Institutional Reforms and Peacebuilding Apr 03 2020 This book deals with the question how institutional reform can contribute to peacebuilding in
post-war and divided societies. In the context of armed conflict and widespread violence, two important questions shape political agendas inside and
outside the affected societies: How can we stop the violence? And how can we prevent its recurrence? Comprehensive negotiated war terminations
and peace accords recommend a set of mechanisms to bring an end to war and establish peace, including institutional reforms that promote
democratization and state building. Although the role of institutions is widely recognized, their specific effects are highly contested in research as
well as in practice. This book highlights the necessity to include path-dependency, pre-conflict institutions and societal divisions to understand the
patterns of institutional change in post-war societies and the ongoing risk of civil war recurrence. It focuses on the general question of how
institutional reform contributes to the establishment of peace in post-war societies. This book comprises three separate but interrelated parts on the
relation between institutions and societal divisions, on institutional reform and on security sector reform. The chapters contribute to the
understanding of the relationship between societal cleavages, pre-conflict institutions, path dependency, and institutional reform. This book will be of
much interest to students of peacebuilding, conflict resolution, development studies, security studies and IR.
From Ethnic Conflict to Stillborn Reform Mar 27 2022 "Author Shale Horowitz employs both statistical evidence and historical case studies of the
eight new nations to determine that ethnic conflict entangles, distracts, and destabilizes reformist democratic governments, while making it easier
for authoritarian leaders to seize and consolidate power. As expected, economic backwardness worsens these tendencies, but Horowitz finds that
powerful reform-minded nationalist ideologies can function as antidotes." "The comprehensiveness of the treatment, use of both qualitative and
quantitative analysis, and focus on standard concepts from comparative politics make this book an excellent tool for classroom use, as well as a
ground-breaking analysis for scholars."--BOOK JACKET.
Friends at the Bar Sep 08 2020 A Quaker lawyer looks at Friends’ relationship with the American legal system and at Friends’ legal ethics.
Cycles of Conflict, Centuries of Change Aug 20 2021 DIVAnthology about three of the persistent crises that have wracked Mexican society
throughout its modern history, asking why these ruptures occurred, why they mobilized Mexicans of all social classes, and why some led to
significant political transformatio/div
International-Led Statebuilding and Local Resistance Sep 28 2019 International-Led Statebuilding and Local Resistance contributes theoretical and
empirical insights to the existing knowledge on the scope, challenges and results of post-conflict international state- and institution-building project
focusing on post-war Kosovo. Post-war Kosovo is one of the high-profile cases of international intervention, hosting a series of international missions
besides a massive inflow of international aid, technical assistance and foreign experts. Theoretically, the book goes beyond the standard narrative of
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international top-down institution building by exploring how international and local factors interact, bringing in the mediating role of local resistance
and highlighting the hybridity of institutional change. Empirically, the book tests those alternative explanations in key areas of institutional reform municipal governance, public administration, normalization of relations with Serbia, high education, creation of armed forces, the security sector and
the hold of Salafi ideologies. The findings speak to timely and pertinent issues regarding the limits of international promotion of effective institutions;
the mediating role of local agents; and the hybrid forms of institution-building taking shape in post-conflict Kosovo and similar post-war contexts
more broadly. Addressing challenges of state-building at the intersection of international interventions, local strategies of resistance, and the
hybridity of institution-building experience with institutional reforms in Kosovo and in post-conflict contexts more broadly, International-Led
Statebuilding and Local Resistance will be of great interest to scholars of international relations, state building and post-conflict societies. The
chapters were originally published as a special issue of Southeast European and Black Sea Studies.
History of the Great Temperance Reforms of the Nineteenth Century Nov 30 2019
Dilemmas of Reform in China Jul 07 2020 Fewsmith (international relations, Boston U.) traces the emergence of China's economic reforms, the
conflicts that accompanied them, and the sharpening of leadership disputes that led to the collapse of the reform process in 1988-89. His approach is
from the perspective of the most influential policy advocates who argued publicly and privately over the course of economic reform. This approach
permits viewing as comprehensively as possible the ideas and issues that guided and frequently obstructed the reform process. Paper edition (328-8),
$19.95. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Titles, Conflict, and Land Use Jan 31 2020 The Amazon, the world's largest rain forest, is the last frontier in Brazil. The settlement of large and
small farmers, squatters, miners, and loggers in this frontier during the past thirty years has given rise to violent conflicts over land as well as
environmental duress. Titles, Conflict, and Land Use examines the institutional development involved in the process of land use and ownership in the
Amazon and shows how this phenomenon affects the behavior of the economic actors. It explores the way in which the absence of well-defined
property rights in the Amazon has led to both economic and social problems, including lost investment opportunities, high costs in protecting claims,
and violence. The relationship between land reform and violence is given special attention. The book offers an important application of the New
Institutional Economics by examining a rare instance where institutional change can be empirically observed. This allows the authors to study
property rights as they emerge and evolve and to analyze the effects of Amazon development on the economy. In doing so they illustrate well the
point that often the evolution of economic institutions will not lead to efficient outcomes. This book will be important not only to economists but also
to Latin Americanists, political scientists, anthropologists, and scholars in disciplines concerned with the environment. Lee Alston is Professor of
Economics, University of Illinois, and Research Associate for the National Bureau of Economic Research. Gary Libecap is Professor of Economics and
Law, University of Arizona, and Research Associate for the National Bureau of Economic Research. Bernardo Mueller is Assistant Professor,
Universidade de Brasilia.
International Assistance to Police Reform May 05 2020 This book compares police reform operations in Kosovo and Afghanistan, addressing the
internal machinery that makes peace operations work—or not. Recognizing that the chances for effective peacebuilding vary widely across contexts,
this book investigates the impact of one of the few variables that peacebuilders do control: the management and design of peace operations. Building
on field research and over one hundred expert interviews, International assistance to police reform: Managing Peacebuilding systematically
compares such operations in two different contexts—Kosovo and Afghanistan—by focusing specifically on international assistance for local police
reform since 1999. Four comprehensive case studies examine operations in Kosovo and Afghanistan before and after the European Union took over
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police reform responsibilities: in Kosovo from the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) and in Afghanistan from the German
government. Speaking to scholars and practitioners in domestic and international organizations, the book drills in the complex relation between
headquarter diplomats and field level conflict experts. Its findings combine to a set of recommendations for policy-makers to better align their
operations to the contentious politics of conflict management and peacebuilding.
Turkey's State Crisis Jan 25 2022 What accounts for the regression of Turkey's stature from a "model" country to one riddled with state crisis and
conflict? Unable to adapt to the challenges of the era and failing to respond to ethnic and multicultural political demands for reform, the Turkish
state has resisted change and stuck to its ideological roots stemming from the 1930s. In Turkey's State Crisis, Aras delves into the historical,
political, and geopolitical background of the country's decline. In an effort to delineate the origin of the crisis, Aras investigates several perspectives:
the political elites' attempt to change the administrative system to create a performance-oriented one; the bureaucracy's response, concerns, and
resistance to change; the state's conflict resolution capacity; and the transformation of foreign/security policy. Providing a comprehensive portrait of
the Turkish state's turmoil, Aras creates a blueprint for the ways in which much-needed reforms can break vicious cycles of political polarization,
rising authoritarianism, and weak state institutions.
Conflict, Identity, and Reform in the Muslim World Apr 27 2022 Conflict, Identity, and Reform in the Muslim World highlights the challenges that
escalating identity conflicts within Muslim-majority states pose for both the Muslim world and for the West, an issue that has received scant attention
in policy and academic circles.
The First Rabbi Oct 22 2021
The conflict with slavery, reform and politics, the inner life, etc Jul 31 2022
Federalism and the Market May 17 2021 This book, first published in 2005, develops a comparative model of intergovernmental bargaining to
account for variation in the capacity of federations in the developing world to undertake economic policy reform, suggesting that many market
reform policies are a function of a constant process of bargaining between national and regional leaders struggling for political survival. As the
degree of national-regional disagreement mounts, collective action on reforms that require implementation at multiple levels of government becomes
more difficult. The degree to which the two factors conflict depends on four factors: the individual electoral interests, a shared intergovernmental
fiscal system, the manner in which regional interests are represented in national policy making and the levers of partisan influence national leaders
have over subnational politicians. In testing the argument with a combination of cross-sectional time-series and case study analysis, this book
contributes to the broad literatures on development and the comparative political economy of federalism and decentralization.
Educating Children in Conflict Zones Apr 15 2021 Inspired by the work of the late Dr. Jacqueline Kirk, this book takes a penetrating look at the
challenges of delivering quality education to the approximately 39 million out-of-school children around the world who live in situations affected by
violent conflict. With chapters by leading researchers on education in war and other conflict zones, the volume provides a comprehensive and critical
overview of the links between conflict and children's access to education, as well as a review of the policies and approaches taken by those offering
international assistance in this area. Empirical case studies drawn from diverse contextsAfghanistan, Sierra Leone, Rwanda, and Uganda (among
others)offer readers a deeper understanding of the educational needs of these children and the practical challenges to meeting these needs.
Policing Northern Ireland Aug 08 2020 This book provides an account and analysis of the RUC (Royal Ulster Constabulary) from the start of the
troubles in the 1960s to the early 1990s, through the uneasy peace that followed the 1994 paramilitary ceasefires (1994-1998), and then its
transformation into the Police Service of Northern Ireland following the 1999 Patten Report. A major concern is with the reform process and the way
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that the RUC has faced and sought to remedy a situation where it faced a chronic legitimacy deficit. Policing Northern Ireland focuses on three key
aspects of the police legitimation process: reform measures which are implemented to redress a legitimacy crisis; representational strategies which
are invoked to offer positive images of policing; and public responses to these various strategies. The theoretical framework and analysis developed
in the book also highlight general issues relating to the implications of police legitimacy and illegitimacy for social conflict and divisions and their
management
Curriculum in Conflict Jul 27 2019 The authors analyse the disparate views put forward in debates concerning both public school and university
curricula, multiculturalism, the canon, and the aims of education. They also address the educational proposals and social, political, cultural and
economic perspectives advanced by members of the new right, modern liberals, radicals and postmodernists. The book ends with innovative
perspectives on social and educational reform, a progressive orientation that provides an agenda for significant change.
Reform Movements in America Education May 29 2022
Security Sector Reform in Conflict-Affected Countries Sep 01 2022 This book examines the evolution, impact, and future prospects of the Security
Sector Reform (SSR) model in conflict-affected countries in the context of the wider debate over the liberal peace project. Since its emergence as a
concept in the late 1990s, SSR has represented a paradigm shift in security assistance, from the realist, regime-centric, train-and-equip approach of
the Cold War to a new liberal, holistic and people-centred model. The rapid rise of this model, however, belied its rather meagre impact on the
ground. This book critically examines the concept and its record of achievement over the past two decades, putting it into the broader context of
peace-building and state-building theory and practice. It focuses attention on the most common, celebrated and complex setting for SSR, conflictaffected environments, and comparatively examines the application and impacts of donor-supported SSR programing in a series of conflict-affected
countries over the past two decades, including Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, the Democratic Republic of Congo, East Timor and Bosnia-Herzegovina.
The broader aim of the book is to better understand how the contemporary SSR model has coalesced over the past two decades and become
mainstreamed in international development and security policy and practice. This provides a solid foundation to investigate the reasons for the poor
performance of the model and to assess its prospects for the future. This book will be of much interest to students of international security,
peacebuilding, statebuilding, development studies and IR in general.
Reform and Conflict Nov 03 2022 This volume covers a period of major change that had a lasting impact on art, science, economics, political
thought, and education. Rudolph W. Heinze examines the various positions taken by medieval church reformers, explores the efforts of the leading
reformer Martin Luther, and emphasises how the reformations brought moral and doctrinal changes to Christianity, permanently altering the
religious landscape, then and now.
Decentralization, Regional Diversity, and Conflict Dec 12 2020 This edited volume focuses on the links between the ongoing crisis in and around
Ukraine, regional diversity, and the reform of decentralization. It provides in-depth insights into the historical constitution of regional diversity and
the evolution of center-periphery relationships in Ukraine, the legal qualification of the conflict in Eastern Ukraine, and the role of the
decentralization reform in promoting conflict resolution, as well as modernization, democratization and European integration of Ukraine. Particular
emphasis lies on the securitization of both regional diversity issues and territorial self-government arrangements in terms of Russia’s support for selfproclaimed Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republics. The volume captures the complexity of contemporary “hybrid” conflicts, involving both internal
and external aspects, and the hybridization and securitization of territorial self-governance solutions. It thus provides an important contribution to
the debate on territorial self-government and conflict resolution.
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The Conflict with Slavery ; Politics and Reform ; The Inner Life ; Criticism Feb 23 2022
Advancing Civil Justice Reform and Conflict Resolution in Africa and Asia Aug 27 2019 "This book delves into issued of 'Civil justice' which refers to
that part of a legal system that is concerned with the legal relations between people (including 'legal persons') as distinct from 'criminal justice' i.e.
that part of the legal system concerned with actions by the state against people and looks at contracts, personal injury, property and the breakdown
of family relations as familiar examples of civil disputes"-From Ethnic Conflict to Stillborn Reform Feb 11 2021 From Ethnic Conflict to Stillborn Reform is the first complete treatment of the major postcommunist conflicts in both the former Yugoslavia— Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, and Serbia—and the former Soviet Union—Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Moldova, and Tajikistan. It is also the first work that focuses not on causes but rather on consequences for democratization and market
reform, the two most widely studied political outcomes in the developing world. Building on existing work emphasizing the effects of economic
development and political culture, the book adds a new, comprehensive treatment of how war affects political and economic reform. Author Shale
Horowitz employs both statistical evidence and historical case studies of the eight new nations to determine that ethnic conflict entangles, distracts,
and destabilizes reformist democratic governments, while making it easier for authoritarian leaders to seize and consolidate power. As expected,
economic backwardness worsens these tendencies, but Horowitz finds that powerful reform-minded nationalist ideologies can function as antidotes.
The comprehensiveness of the treatment, use of both qualitative and quantitative analysis, and focus on standard concepts from comparative politics
make this book an excellent tool for classroom use, as well as a ground-breaking analysis for scholars.
Calvinism's First Battleground Jun 29 2022 This book sheds new light on the origin of Calvinism and the Reformed faith through a detailed history
of its progress in the Pays de Vaud. A careful examination of twin conflicts – the forced conversion of a Catholic populace to Protestantism by the
Bernese; and the struggle of Calvinists against the Zwinglian political and theological ideas that dominated the Swiss Confederation – helps show
why the Reformation bloomed where and when it did.
The Trauma of Monastic Reform Jan 01 2020 This is a study of the lived experience of monastic reform within the troubled and violent landscape
of twelfth-century Germany. While the book will be of interest to specialists in medieval history, religion, gender, and manuscript studies, its
readability will make it accessible also to undergraduate students and other non-specialists.
Farm Policy and Trade Conflict Jun 17 2021 Provides a context for understanding the agricultural aspects of the GATT, the CAP, and EC-U.S.
relations
Policing Northern Ireland Jan 13 2021 This book provides an account and analysis of policing in Northern Ireland, providing an account and
analysis of the RUC (Royal Ulster Constabulary) from the start of 'the troubles' in the 1960s to the early 1990s, through the uneasy peace that
followed the 1994 paramilitary ceasefires (1994-1998), and then its transformation into the Police Service of Northern Ireland following the 1999
Patten Report. A major concern is with the reform process, and the way that the RUC has faced and sought to remedy a situation where it faced a
chronic legitimacy deficit. Policing Northern Ireland focuses on three key aspects of the police legitimation process: reform measures which are
implemented to redress a legitimacy crisis; representational strategies which are invoked to offer positive images of policing; and public responses to
these various strategies. Several key questions are asked about the ways in which the RUC has sought to improve its standing amongst nationalists:
first, what strategies of reform has the RUC implemented? second, what forms of representation has the RUC employed to promote and portray itself
in the positive terms that might secure public support? third, how have nationalists responded to these initiatives? The theoretical framework and
analysis developed in the book also highlights general issues relating to the implications of police legitimacy and illegitimacy for social conflict and
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divisions, and their management and/or resolution, in relation to transitional societies in particular. In doing so it makes a powerful contribution to
wider current debates about police legitimacy, police-community relations, community resistance, and conflict resolution.
Structural Reforms in Southeastern Europe Since the Kosovo Conflict Oct 29 2019 This study examines the progress made by the countries of
south-east Europe (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, FYR Macedonia, Romania, and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) towards
implementing structural economic reforms in the three years since the end of the Kosovo conflict, as well as considering the challenges that lie
ahead. It discusses four key areas of reform: strengthening public finances and fighting corruption; creating a liberal trade environment; encouraging
foreign investment; and fostering the growth of private markets.
Titles, Conflict, and Land Use Mar 15 2021 DIVDescribes conflicts over land use on the Brazilian frontier and analyzes the evolution of property
rights from an institutional perspective /div
Hybridization, Intervention and Authority Oct 10 2020 This book explains how security is organized from the local to the national level in post-war
Sierra Leone, and how external actors attempted to shape the field through security sector reform. Security sector reform became an important and
deeply political instrument to establish peace in Sierra Leone as war drew to an end in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Through historical and
ethnographic perspectives, the book explores how practices of security sector reform have both shaped and been shaped by practices and discourses
of security provision from the national to the local level in post-war Sierra Leone. It critiques how the notion of hybridity has been applied in peace
and security studies and cultural studies, and thereby provides an innovative perspective on IR, and the study of interventions. The book is the first to
take the debate on security in Sierra Leone beyond a focus on conflict and peacebuilding, to explore everyday policing and order-making in rural
areas of the country. Based on fieldwork between 2005 and 2018, it includes 200+ interviews with key players in Sierra Leone from the National
Security Coordinator and Inspector-General of Police in Freetown to traditional leaders and miners in Peyima, a small town on the border with
Guinea. This book will be of much interest to students of critical security, anthropology, African politics, policing, development studies, and
International Relations. ased on fieldwork between 2005 and 2018, it includes 200+ interviews with key players in Sierra Leone from the National
Security Coordinator and Inspector-General of Police in Freetown to traditional leaders and miners in Peyima, a small town on the border with
Guinea. This book will be of much interest to students of critical security, anthropology, African politics, policing, development studies, and
International Relations.
Violent Democratization Jul 19 2021
American Post-Conflict Educational Reform Jun 05 2020 This edited volume brings together historians of education and comparative education
researchers to study the educational reconstruction projects that Americans have launched in post-conflict settings across the globe.
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